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Abstract
The paper determines the algebraic and logic structure of the mul-
tiset semantics of the core patterns of SPARQL. We prove that the
fragment formed by AND, UNION, OPTIONAL, FILTER, MINUS
and SELECT corresponds precisely to both, the intuitive multiset re-
lational algebra (projection, selection, natural join, arithmetic union
and except), and the multiset non-recursive Datalog with safe negation.
1 Introduction
The incorporation of multisets (also called “duplicates” or “bags”)1 into
the semantics of query languages like SQL or SPARQL is essentially due to
practical concerns: duplicate elimination is expensive and duplicates might
be required for some applications, e.g. for aggregation. Although this design
decision in SQL may be debatable (e.g. see [6]), today multisets are an
established fact in database systems [8, 14].
The theory behind these query languages is relational algebra or equiva-
lently, relational calculus, formalisms that for sets have a clean and intuitive
semantics for users, developers and theoreticians [1]. The same cannot be
said of their extensions to multisets, whose theory is complex (particular
containment of queries) and their practical use not always clear for users
and developers [8]. Worst, there exist several possible ways of extending set
∗This is an extended and updated version of the paper accepted at the International
Semantic Web Conference 2016.
1 There is no agreement on terminology ([18], p. 27). In this paper we will use the
word “multiset”.
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relational operators to multisets and one can find them in practice. As illus-
tration, let us remind the behaviour of SQL relational operators. Consider
as example the multisets A = {a, a, a, b, b, d, d} and B = {a, b, b, c}. Then A
UNION ALL B = {a, a, a, a, b, b, b, b, c, d, d}, that is, the “sum” of all the ele-
ments in both multisets. UNION DISTINCT is classical set union: {a, b, c, d}.
A INTERSECT ALL B is {a, b, b}, i.e., the common elements in A and B, each
with the minimum of the multiplicities in A and B. Regarding negation or
difference, there are at least two: A EXCEPT ALL B is {a, a, d, d}, i.e. the
arithmetical difference of the copies, and A EXCEPT B is {d, d}, the elements
in A (with their multiplicity) after filtering out all elements occurring in
B. The reader can imagine that the “rules” for combining these operators
are not simple nor intuitive as they do not follow the rules of classical set
operations.
Is there a rationale behind the possible extensions? Not easy to tell.
Early on Dayal et al. [7] presented two conceptual approaches to extend
the set operators of union, intersection and negation, corresponding to the
two possible interpretations of multiple copies of a tuple. The first approach
treats all copies of a given tuple as being identical or indistinguishable. The
second one treats all copies of a tuple as being distinct, e.g., as having an
underlying identity. Each of these interpretations gives rise to a different
semantics for multisets. The first one permits to extend the lattice algebra
structure of sets induced by the ⊆-order by defining a multiset order ⊆m
defined as A ⊆m B if each element in A is contained in B and its multi-
plicity in B is bigger than in A. This order gives a lattice meet (multiset
intersection) defined as the elements c present in both multisets, and with
multiplicity min(cA, cB), where cA, cB are the number of copies of c in A
and B respectively. This is the INTERSECT ALL operator of SQL. The lat-
tice join of two multisets gives a union defined as the elements c present in
both multisets with multiplicity max(cA, cB). This operator is not present
in SQL. As was shown by Albert [2], there is no natural negation to add
to this lattice to get a Boolean algebra structure like in sets. The second
interpretation (all copies of an element are distinct) gives a poor algebraic
structure. The union gives in this case an arithmetic version, where the
elements in the union of the multisets A and B are the elements c present
in both multisets with cA + cB copies. This is the UNION ALL operator in
SQL. Under this interpretation, the intersection loses its meaning (always
gives the empty set) and the difference becomes trivial (A−B = A).
In order to illustrate the difficulties of having a “coherent” group of
operators for multisets, let us summarize the case of SQL, that does not
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have a clear rationale on this point.2 We classified the operators under
those that: keep the set semantics; preserve the lattice structure of multiset
order; do arithmetic with multiplicities. Let A,B be multisets, and for each
element c, let cA and cB be their respective multiplicities in A and B.
union :


set UNION DISTINCT (multiplicity: 1)
lattice not present in SQL(*) (multiplicity: max(cA, cB))
arithmetic UNION ALL (multiplicity: cA + cB)
intersection :


set INTERSECT DISTINCT (multiplicity: 1)
lattice INTERSECT ALL (multiplicity: min(cA, cB))
arithmetic does not make sense
difference :


set not present in SQL(∗∗) (multiplicity: 1)
lattice does not exists
arithmetic EXCEPT ALL (multiplicity: max(0, cA − cB))
filter EXCEPT (multiplicity: if (cB = 0) then cA else 0)
(*) Can be simulated as (A UNION ALL B) EXCEPT ALL (A INTERSECT ALL
B).
(**) Can be simulated as SELECT DISTINCT * FROM (A EXCEPT B).
At this point, a question arises: Are there “reasonable”, “well behaved”,
“harmonic”, groups of these operations for multisets? The answer is positive.
Albert [2] proved that lattice union and lattice intersection plus a filter
difference work well in certain domains. On the other hand, Dayal et al. [7]
introduced the multiset versions for projection (πX), selection (σC), join
(⊲⊳) and distinct (δ) and studied their interaction with Boolean operators.
They showed that the lattice versions above combine well with selection
(σP∨Q(r) = σP (r)∪σQ(r) and similarly for intersection); that the arithmetic
versions combine well with projection (πX(r ⊎ s) = πX(r) ⊎ πX(s)). An
important facet is the complexity introduced by the different operators.
Libkin and Wong [16, 17] and Grumbach et al. [9] studied the expressive
power and complexity of the operations of the fragment including lattice
union and intersection; arithmetic difference; and distinct.
For our purposes here, namely the study of the semantics of multisets in
SPARQL, none of the above fragments help. It turns out that is a formal-
ism coming from a logical field, the well behaved fragment of non-recursive
2 We follow the semantics of ANSI and ISO SQL:1999 Database Language Standard.
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Table 1: Schema of correspondences among: Multiset SPARQL pat-
tern operators; Multiset Relational Algebra operators; Datalog rules; and
SQL expressions. The operator EXCEPT in SPARQL is new (although ex-
pressible), ⊎ is arithmetic union, and \ in MRA is the multiset filter differ-
ence.
SPARQL Multiset nr-Datalog¬ SQL
Relational
algebra
SELECT X ... πX(...) q(X)← L1, . . . , Ln SELECT X ...
P FILTER C σC(r) L← LP , C FROM r WHERE C
P1 . P2 r1 ⊲⊳ r2 L← L1, L2 r1 NATURAL JOIN r2
P1 UNION P2 r1 ⊎ r2 L← L1 r1 UNION ALL r2
L← L2
P1 EXCEPT P2 r1 \ r2 L← L1,¬L2 r1 EXCEPT r2
Datalog with safe negation (nr-Datalog¬), the one that matches the seman-
tics of multisets in SPARQL. More precisely, the natural extension of the
usual (set) semantics of Datalog to multisets developed by Mumick et al.
[19]. In this paper we work out the relational counterpart of this fragment,
inspired by the framework defined by Dayal et al. [7], and come up with
a Multiset Relational Algebra (MRA) that captures precisely the multiset
semantics of the core relational patterns of SPARQL. MRA is based on the
operators projection (π), selection (σ), natural join (⊲⊳), union (⊎) and filter
difference (\). The identification of this algebra and the proof of the corre-
spondence with a relational core of SPARQL are the main contributions of
this paper. Not less important, as a side effect, this approach gives a new
relational view of SPARQL (closer to classical relational algebra and hence
more intuitive for people trained in SQL); allows to make a clean transla-
tion to a logical framework (Datalog); and matches precisely the fragment of
SQL corresponding to it. Table 1 shows a glimpse of these correspondences,
whose details are worked in this paper.
Contributions. Summarizing, this paper advances the current under-
standing of the SPARQL language by determining the precise algebraic
(Multiset Relational Algebra) and logical (nr-Datalog¬) structure of the
multiset semantics of the core pattern operators in the language. This con-
tribution is relevant for users, developers and theoreticians. For users, it
gives an intuitive and classic view of the relational core patterns of SPARQL,
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allowing a good understanding of how to use and combine the basic opera-
tors of the SPARQL language when dealing with multisets. For developers,
helps to perform optimization, design extensions of the language, and under-
standing the semantics of multisets allowing for example translations from
SPARQL operators to the right multiset operators of SQL and vice versa.
For theoreticians, introduces a clean framework (Multiset Datalog as defined
by Mumick et al. [19]) to study from a formal point of view the multiset
semantics of SPARQL patterns.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic notions
and notations used in the paper. Section 3 identifies a classical relational
algebra view of SPARQL patterns, introducing the fragment SPARQLR.
Section 4 presents the equivalence between SPARQLR and multiset non-
recursive Datalog with safe negation, and provides explicit transformations
in both directions. Section 5 introduces the Multiset Relational Algebra, a
simple and intuitive fragment of relational algebra with multiset semantics,
and proves that it is exactly equivalent to multiset non-recursive Datalog
with safe negation. Section 6 analyzes related work and presents brief con-
clusions.
2 SPARQL graph patterns
The definition of SPARQL graph patterns will be presented by using the
formalism presented in [22], but in agreement with the W3C specifications
of SPARQL 1.0 [25] and SPARQL 1.1 [10].
RDF graphs. Assume two disjoint infinite sets I and L, called IRIs and
literals respectively.3 An RDF term is an element in the set T = I ∪L. An
RDF triple is a tuple (v1, v2, v3) ∈ I × I × T where v1 is the subject, v2 the
predicate and v3 the object. An RDF Graph (just graph from now on) is
a set of RDF triples. The union of graphs, G1 ∪ G2, is the set theoretical
union of their sets of triples. Additionally, assume the existence of an infinite
set V of variables disjoint from T . We will use var(α) to denote the set of
variables occurring in the structure α.
A solution mapping (or just mapping from now on) is a partial function
µ : V → T where the domain of µ, dom(µ), is the subset of V where µ is
3In addition to I and L, RDF and SPARQL consider a domain of anonymous resources
called blank nodes. Their occurrence introduces issues that are not discussed in this paper.
Based on the results in [11], we avoided blank nodes assuming that their absence does not
affect the results presented in this paper.
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defined. The empty mapping, denoted µ0, is the mapping satisfying that
dom(µ0) = ∅. Given ?X ∈ V and c ∈ T , we use µ(?X) = c to denote
the solution mapping variable ?X to term c. Similarly, µ?X→c denotes a
mapping µ satisfying that dom(µ) = {?X} and µ(?X) = c. Given a finite
set of variables W ⊂ V , the restriction of a mapping µ to W , denoted µ|W ,
is a mapping µ′ satisfying that dom(µ′) = dom(µ)∩W and µ′(?X) = µ(?X)
for every ?X ∈ dom(µ) ∩W . Two mappings µ1, µ2 are compatible, denoted
µ1 ∼ µ2, when for all ?X ∈ dom(µ1) ∩ dom(µ2) it satisfies that µ1(?X) =
µ2(?X), i.e., when µ1 ∪ µ2 is also a mapping. Note that two mappings with
disjoint domains are always compatible, and that the empty mapping µ0 is
compatible with any other mapping.
A selection formula is defined recursively as follows: (i) If ?X, ?Y ∈ V
and c ∈ I∪L then (?X = c), (?X =?Y ) and bound(?X) are atomic selection
formulas; (ii) If F and F ′ are selection formulas then (F ∧F ′), (F ∨F ′) and
¬(F ) are boolean selection formulas. The evaluation of a selection formula
F under a mapping µ, denoted µ(F ), is defined in a three-valued logic with
values true, false and error. We say that µ satisfies F when µ(F ) = true.
The semantics of µ(F ) is defined as follows:
• If F is ?X = c and ?X ∈ dom(µ), then µ(F ) = true when µ(?X) = c
and µ(F ) = false otherwise. If ?X /∈ dom(µ) then µ(F ) = error.
• If F is ?X =?Y and ?X, ?Y ∈ dom(µ), then µ(F ) = true when
µ(?X) = µ(?Y ) and µ(F ) = false otherwise. If either ?X /∈ dom(µ) or
?Y /∈ dom(µ) then µ(F ) = error.
• If F is bound(?X) and ?X ∈ dom(µ) then µ(F ) = true else µ(F ) =
false.
• If F is a Boolean combination of the previous atomic cases, then it is
evaluated following a three value logic table (see [25], 17.2).
Multisets. A multiset is an unordered collection in which each element
may occur more than once. A multisetM will be represented as a set of pairs
(t, j), each pair denoting an element t and the number j of times it occurs
in the multiset (called multiplicity or cardinality). When (t, j) ∈M we will
say that t j-belongs to M (intuitively “t has j copies in M”). To uniformize
the notation and capture the corner cases, we will write (t, ∗) ∈M or simply
say t ∈ M when there are ≥ 1 copies of t in M . Similarly, when there is
no occurrence of t in M , we will simply say “t does not belong to M”, and
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abusing notation write (t, 0) ∈ M , or (t, ∗) /∈ M . All of them indicate that
t does not occur in M .
For multisets of solution mappings, following the notation of SPARQL,
we will also use the symbol Ω to denote a multiset and card(µ,Ω) to denote
the cardinality of the mapping µ in the multiset Ω. In this sense, we use
(µ, n) ∈ Ω to denote that card(µ,Ω) = n, or simply µ ∈ Ω when card(µ,Ω) >
0. Similarly, card(µ,Ω) = 0 when µ /∈ Ω. The domain of a multiset Ω is
defined as dom(Ω) =
⋃
µ∈Ω dom(µ).
SPARQL algebra. Let Ω1,Ω2 be multisets of mappings, W be a set of
variables and F be a selection formula. The SPARQL algebra for multisets
of mappings is composed of the operations of projection, selection, join,
union, minus, difference and left-join, defined respectively as follows:
• πW (Ω1) = {µ
′ | ∃µ ∈ Ω1, µ
′ = µ|W}
where card(µ′, πW (Ω1)) =
∑
µ′=µ|W
card(µ,Ω1)
• σF (Ω1) = {µ ∈ Ω1 | µ(F ) = true}
where card(µ, σF (Ω1)) = card(µ,Ω1)
• Ω1 ⋊⋉ Ω2 = {µ = (µ1 ∪ µ2) | µ1 ∈ Ω1, µ2 ∈ Ω2, µ1 ∼ µ2}
where card(µ,Ω1 ⋊⋉ Ω2) =
∑
µ=(µ1∪µ2)
card(µ1,Ω1) × card(µ2,Ω2)
• Ω1 ∪ Ω2 = {µ | µ ∈ Ω1 ∨ µ ∈ Ω2}
where card(µ,Ω1 ∪ Ω2) = card(µ,Ω1) + card(µ,Ω2)
• Ω1 − Ω2 = {µ1 ∈ Ω1 | ∀µ2 ∈ Ω2, µ1 ≁ µ2 ∨ dom(µ1) ∩ dom(µ2) = ∅}
where card(µ1,Ω1 − Ω2) = card(µ1,Ω1)
• Ω1 \F Ω2 = {µ1 ∈ Ω1 | ∀µ2 ∈ Ω2, (µ1 ≁ µ2)∨ (µ1 ∼ µ2∧ (µ1∪µ2)(F ) 6=
true)}
where card(µ1,Ω1 \F Ω2) = card(µ1,Ω1)
• Ω1qy⋊⋉ FΩ2 = σF (Ω1 ⋊⋉ Ω2) ∪ (Ω1 \F Ω2)
where card(µ,Ω1qy⋊⋉ FΩ2) = card(µ, σF (Ω1 ⋊⋉ Ω2)) + card(µ,Ω1 \F Ω2)
Syntax of graph patterns. A SPARQL graph pattern is defined recur-
sively as follows: A triple from (I ∪ L ∪ V ) × (I ∪ V ) × (I ∪ L ∪ V ) is a
graph pattern called a triple pattern. 4 If P1 and P2 are graph patterns
then (P1 ANDP2), (P1UNIONP2), (P1OPTP2) and (P1MINUSP2) are
4We assume that any triple pattern contains at least one variable.
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graph patterns. If C is a filter constraint (as defined below) and var(C) ⊆
dom(P1), then (P1 FILTERC) is a graph pattern. And if W ⊆ dom(P1) is
a set of variables, then (SELECTWP1) is a graph pattern.
A filter constraint is defined recursively as follows: (i) If ?X, ?Y ∈ V
and c ∈ I ∪ L then (?X = c), (?X =?Y ) and bound(?X) are atomic filter
constraints; (ii) If C1 and C2 are filter constraints then (!C1), (C1 || C2)
and (C1 && C2) are complex filter constraints. Given a filter constraint C,
we denote by f(C) the selection formula represented by C. Note that there
exists a simple and direct translation from filter constraints to selection
formulas and vice versa.
Semantics of SPARQL graph patterns. The evaluation of a SPARQL
graph pattern P over an RDF graph G is defined as a function JP KG (or
JP K when G is clear from the context) which returns a multiset of solution
mappings. Let P1, P2, P3 be graph patterns and C be a filter constraint.
The evaluation of a graph pattern P over a graph G is defined recursively
as follows:
1. If P is a triple pattern t, then JP KG = {(µ, 1) | dom(µ) = var(t) ∧
µ(t) ∈ G} where µ(t) is the triple obtained by replacing the variables
in t according to µ.
2. J(P1ANDP2) KG = JP1 KG ⋊⋉ JP2 KG.
3. If P is (P1OPTP2) then
(a) if P2 is (P3 FILTERC) then JP KG = JP1 KGqy⋊⋉ CJP3 KG
(b) else JP KG = JP1 KGqy⋊⋉ (true)JP2 KG.
4. J(P1MINUSP2) KG = JP1 KG − JP2 KG.
5. J(P1UNIONP2) KG = JP1 KG ∪ JP2 KG.
6. J(P1 FILTERC) KG = σf(C)(JP1 KG).
7. J(SELECTWP1) KG = πW (JP1 KG).
For the rest of the paper, we will call SPARQLW3C the fragment of graph
patterns defined as follows:
Definition 1 (SPARQLW3C). SPARQLW3C is the fragment of SPARQL
composed of the operators AND, UNION, OPT, FILTER, MINUS and
SELECT, as defined above.
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3 The relational fragment of SPARQL
In this section we will introduce a fragment of SPARQL which follows stan-
dard intuitions of the operators from relational algebra and SQL. We will
prove that this fragment is equivalent to SPARQLW3C. First, let us intro-
duce the DIFF operator as an explicit way of expressing negation-by-failure5
in SPARQL.
Definition 2 (The DIFF operator). The weak difference of two graph pat-
terns, P1 and P2, is defined as
J(P1DIFFP2) K = {µ1 ∈ JP1 K | ∀µ2 ∈ JP2 K, µ1 ≁ µ2}
where card(µ1, J(P1DIFFP2) K) = card(µ1, JP1 K).
It is important to note that the DIFF operator is not defined in SPARQL
1.0 nor in SPARQL 1.1 at the syntax level. However, it can be imple-
mented in current SPARQL engines by using the difference operator of the
SPARQLW3C algebra (Ω1qy⋊⋉ trueΩ2). It was showed [4, 13] that the operators
OPT and MINUS can be simulated with the operator DIFF in combination
with AND, UNION and FILTER.
In order to facilitate, and make more natural the translation from SPARQL
to Relational Algebra (and Datalog), we will introduce a more intuitive no-
tion of difference between two graph patterns. We define the domain of a
pattern P , denoted dom(P ), as the set of variables that occur (defining the
output “schema”) in the multiset of solution mappings for any evaluation of
P .
Definition 3 (The EXCEPT operator). Let P1, P2 be graph patterns sat-
isfying dom(P1) = dom(P2). The except difference of P1 and P2 is defined
as
J(P1 EXCEPTP2) K = {µ ∈ JP1 K | µ /∈ JP2 K},
where card(µ, J(P1 EXCEPTP2) K) = card(µ, JP1 K).
We will denote by EXCEPT∗ (or outer EXCEPT) the version of this
operation when the restriction on domains is not considered.6
Note that the restriction on the domains of P1 and P2 follows the phi-
losophy of classical relational algebra. But it can be proved that EXCEPT
and its outer version are simulable each other:
5Recall that negation-by-failure can be expressed in SPARQL 1.0 as the combination
of an optional graph pattern and a filter constraint containing the bound operator.
6This operation is called SetMinus in [12].
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Lemma 1. In SPARQLW3C, the operator EXCEPT can be simulated using
EXCEPT∗ and vice versa.
Proof. Clearly EXCEPT can be simulated by EXCEPT∗.
On the other direction, let dom(P ) = X ∪ Y and dom(Q) = X ∪
Z, where X,Y,Z are disjoint set of variables. For a given set of vari-
ables V = {v1, . . . , vn}, let NoneBound(V ) denotes ¬bound(v1) ∧ · · · ∧
¬bound(vn), and SomeBound(V ) denotes bound(v1)∨ · · · ∨ bound(vn). Let
P ′ be (P FILTERNoneBound(Y )) and Q′ be (QFILTERNoneBound(Z)).
Let P ′′ and Q′′ be the graph patterns (SELECTXP ′) and (SELECTXQ′)
respectively. Now, dom(P ′′) = dom(Q′′) = X and hence (P ′′ EXCEPTQ′′)
makes sense. Thus
(P EXCEPT∗Q) ≡ ((P ′′ EXCEPTQ′′)UNION(P FILTERSomeBound(Y ))).
The next lemma establishes the relationship between EXCEPT and
DIFF, showing that EXCEPT can be simulated in SPARQLW3C.
Lemma 2. For every pair of graph patterns P1, P2 in SPARQL
W3C, and any
RDF graph G, the operator EXCEPT can be simulated by DIFF and vice
versa.
Proof. The high level proof goes as follows. As we saw before, EXCEPT
and EXCEPT∗ are mutually simulable in SPARQLW3C. And EXCEPT∗
differs from DIFF only in checking compatibility of mappings (i.e. ∼).
JP1 EXCEPT
∗ P2 K eliminates from JP1 K those mappings in JP2 K that are
equal to one in JP1 K; while DIFF eliminates those that are compatible with
one in JP1 K. That is, the difference is between the multisets {(µ1, n1) ∈ Ω1 |
¬∃µ2 ∈ Ω2 ∧ µ1 = µ2} versus {(µ1, n1) ∈ Ω1 | ¬∃µ2 ∈ Ω2 ∧ µ1 ∼ µ2}.
Now, for two mappings µ1, µ2, equality and compatibility (µ1 = µ2 versus
µ1 ∼ µ2) differ only in those variables that are bound in µ1 and unbound
in µ2 or vice versa. Thus, to simulate = with ∼ and vice versa, it is enough
to have an operator that replaces all unbound entries in mappings of Ω1
and Ω2 by a fresh new constant, e.g. c, call the new sets Ω
′
1 and Ω
′
2, and
we will have that {(µ1, n1) ∈ Ω1 | ¬∃µ2 ∈ Ω2 ∧ µ1 ∼ µ2} is equivalent
to {(µ1, n1) ∈ Ω
′
1 | ¬∃µ2 ∈ Ω
′
2 ∧ µ1 = µ2}. Note that cardinalities are
preserved because the change between “unbound” and “c” does not change
them. The rest is to express the two operations on multisets of solution
mappings: the one that fills in unbound entries with a fresh constant c; and
the one that changes back the values c to unbound.
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With the new operator EXCEPT we define the following relational frag-
ment of SPARQL:
Definition 4. Define SPARQLR as the fragment of SPARQLW3C graph
pattern expressions defined recursively by triple patterns plus the operators
AND, UNION, EXCEPT, FILTER and SELECT.
Now we are ready to state the main theorem. Considering that DIFF is
able to express OPT and MINUS (cf. [4, 13]), and that the DIFF operator
is expressible in SPARQLR (Lemma 2), we have the following result:
Theorem 1. SPARQLR is equivalent to SPARQLW3C.
For the rest of the paper, we will concentrate our interest on SPARQLR.
4 SPARQLR ≡ Multiset Datalog
In this section we prove that SPARQLR have the same expressive power of
Multiset Datalog. Although the ideas of the proof are similar to those in [3]
(now for SPARQLR), we will sketch the main transformations to make the
paper as self contained as possible. For notions of Datalog see Levene and
Loizou [15], for the semantics of Multiset Datalog, Mumick et al. [19].
4.1 Multiset Datalog
A term is either a variable or a constant. A positive literal L is either a
predicate formula p(t1, . . . , tn) where p is a predicate name and t1, . . . , tn are
terms, or an equality formula t1 = t2 where t1 and t2 are terms. A negative
literal ¬L is the negation of a positive literal L. A rule is an expression of
the form L← L1 ∧ · · · ∧Lk ∧¬Lk+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Ln where L is a positive literal
called the head of the rule and the rest of literals (positive and negative)
are called the body. A fact is a rule with empty body and no variables.
A Datalog program Π is a finite set of rules and its set of facts is denoted
facts(Π).
A variable x is safe in a rule r if it occurs in a positive predicate or
in x = c (c constant) or in x = y where y is safe. A rule is safe it all its
variables are safe. A program is safe if all its rules are safe. A program is
non-recursive if its dependency graph is acyclic. In what follows, we only
consider non-recursive and safe Datalog programs, denoted by nr-Datalog¬.
To incorporate multisets to the classical Datalog framework we will fol-
low the approach introduced by Mumick and Shmueli [20]. The idea is rather
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intuitive: Each derivation tree gives rise to a substitution θ. In the standard
(set) semantics, what matters is the set of the different substitutions that
instantiates the distinguished literal. On the contrary, in multiset semantics
the number of such instantiations also becomes relevant. As Mumick and
Shmueli state [20, 19], “duplicate semantics of a program is obtained by
counting the number of derivation trees”. Thus now we have pairs (θ, n) of
substitutions θ plus the number n of derivation trees that produce θ.
A Datalog query is a pair (Π, L) where Π is a program and L is a dis-
tinguished predicate (the goal) occurring as the head of a rule. The answer
to (Π, L) is the multiset of substitutions θ such that makes θ(L) true.
Normalized Datalog. It is possible to have each non-recursive Datalog
with safe negation program written in a normalized form as the following
lemma shows:
Lemma 3. Each Datalog program P is equivalent to a program P ′ that only
uses the following types of rules, where L,L1, L2 be predicate formulas, and
EQ is a set of equality and inequality formulas:
• (Projection rule) L← L1 where var(L) ⊂ var(L1);
• (Selection rule) L ← L1, EQ, where var(L) = var(L1) ∪ var(EQ) and
the rule is safe;
• (Join rule) L← L1, L2, where var(L) = var(L1) ∪ var(L2); and
• (Negation rule) L ← L1,¬L2 where var(L2) ⊆ var(L1) and var(L) =
var(L1).
Proof. The idea of the proof (i.e. it shows expressive equivalence, but has
no efficiency considerations) is as follows. The general rule of P has the
form:
L← L1, . . . , Ln,¬H1, . . . ,¬Hm, EQ, (1)
where Li and Hj are predicate formulas, and EQ is a set of equality and
inequality formulas, and the rule is safe.
First we may assume that n = 1, i.e. that there is only one positive literal
L1. For this, note that L13 ← L1, L2, L3, where L13 is a fresh predicate
formula whose variables are exactly those in L1, L2, L3, can be rewritten in
two rules L13 ← L12, L3 and L12 ← L1, L2, with the intended meanings.
Then proceed recursively with the other positive literals and we can assume
that there is a unique literal L1n defined by the above rules.
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Second, we may assume that EQ contains only inequalities, as we can
get rid of the equalities as follows: (a) for x = y both variables, replace
everywhere in the rule x by y; (b) for x = c, where c is constant, replace
everywhere in the rule x by c; if c = c, just eliminate it; and if a 6= b different
constants, then replace the whole rule by L ← a 6= b. Let us denote EQ′
the remaining set of inequalities.
Now, because all variables in EQ′ must be in L1n (because the rule
(1) is safe), the rule L′ ← L1n, EQ
′, where L′ is a fresh predicate formula
containing all the variables in the body, is well defined and safe.
At this point we have reduced the rule (1) to L ← L′,¬H1, . . . ,¬Hm.
Now define recursively L′′ ← L′,¬H2 were L
′′ is a fresh predicate formula
containing all the variables in the body, and so on, until we get the rule
L← L(m−1),Hm.
The desired program P ′ is the set of all the rules so defined.
4.2 From SPARQL to Datalog
The algorithm that transforms SPARQL into Datalog includes transfor-
mations of RDF graphs to Datalog facts, SPARQL queries into a Datalog
queries, and SPARQL mappings into Datalog substitutions.
RDF graphs to Datalog facts. Let G be an RDF graph: each term t
in G is encoded by a fact iri(t) or literal(t) when t is an IRI or a literal
respectively; the set of terms in G is defined by the rules term(X)← iri(X)
and term(X) ← literal(X); the fact Null(null) encodes the null value
(unbounded value); each RDF triple (v1, v2, v3) in G is encoded by a fact
triple(v1, v2, v3). Recall that we are assuming that an RDF graph is a “set”
of triples.
SPARQL patterns into Datalog rules: The transformation follows es-
sentially the idea presented by Polleres [23]. Let P be a graph pattern and
G an RDF graph. Denote by δ(P )G the function which transforms P into a
set of Datalog rules. Table 2 shows the transformation rules defined by the
function δ(P )G, where the notion of compatible mappings is implemented
by the rules:
comp(X,X,X) ← term(X), comp(X,Y,X)← term(X) ∧Null(Y ),
comp(Y,X,X) ← Null(Y ) ∧ term(X), comp(X,X,X) ← Null(X).
Also, an atomic filter condition C is encoded by a literal L as follows
(where ?X, ?Y ∈ V and u ∈ I ∪ L): if C is either (?X = u) or (?X =?Y )
then L is C; if C is bound(?X) then L is ¬Null(?X).
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SPARQL mappings to Datalog substitutions: Let P be a graph pat-
tern, G an RDF graph and µ a solution mapping of P in G. Then µ gets
transformed into a substitution θ satisfying that for each x ∈ var(P ) there
exists x/t ∈ θ such that t = µ(x) when µ(x) is bounded and t = null
otherwise.
Now, the correspondence between the multiplicities of mappings and
substitutions works as follows: Each SPARQL mapping comes from an eval-
uation tree. A set of evaluation trees becomes a multiset of mappings. Sim-
ilarly, a set of Datalog derivation trees becomes a multiset of substitutions.
Thus, each occurrence of a mapping µ comes from a SPARQL evaluation
tree. This tree is translated by Table 2 to a Datalog derivation tree, giving
rise to an occurrence of a substitution in Datalog. Each recursive step in
Table 2 carries out bottom up the correspondence between cardinalities of
mappings and substitutions.
Note that in Table 2, the translation for filters only consider conditions
C atomic. This is justified by the following Lemma:
Lemma 4. Given a pattern P , for each Boolean formula C in SPARQLR,
where C is a general Boolean condition (Boolean combination of atomic
terms), there is pattern P ′ in SPARQLR that uses only atomic filters (i.e.
conditions of the form (t1 = t2) or (t1 6= t2), where t1, t2 are variables or
constants), such that for each G, JP FILTER(C) KG = JP
′ KG.
Proof. First, consider the conjunctive normal form of C, namely
∧m
j=1Dj ,
where each Dj is a disjunction of equalities or negation of equalities in a set
E. Then
JP FILTERC KG = J(· · · (P FILTERD1) FILTERD2) · · · ) FILTER(Dm)) KG.
Thus we can asume that C is a disjunction D = (d1 ∨ · · · ∨ dk) where
each dj is an equality or a negation of an equality in E. We will show the
case k = 2 and it is not difficult to see how to generalize it. We have the
logical equivalence:
d1 ∨ d2 ≡ (d1 ∧ ¬d2) ∨ (¬d1 ∧ d2) ∨ (d1 ∧ d2). (2)
We claim that with multiset semantics
JP FILTER(d1 ∨ d2) KG = J(P FILTER(d1 ∧ ¬d2))UNION
(P FILTER(¬d1 ∧ d2))UNION(P FILTER(d1 ∧ d2)) KG. (3)
Now, the crucial point is to observe that each mapping in the left-hand side
of (3) satisfies one and only one of the term of the union in the right-hand
side. Hence the equivalence preserves multiplicity of mappings.
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Table 2: Transforming SPARQLR graph patterns into Datalog Rules. The
function δ(P )G takes a graph pattern P and an RDF graph G, and returns a
set of Datalog rules with main predicate p(var(P )), where var(P ) denotes the
tuple of variables obtained from a lexicographical ordering of the variables
in P . If L is a Datalog literal, then νj(L) denotes a copy of L with its
variables renamed according to a variable renaming function νj : V → V .
comp is a literal encoding the notion of compatible mappings. cond is a
literal encoding the filter condition C. W is a subset of var(P1).
Pattern P δ(P )G
(x1, x2, x3) p(var(P ))← triple(x1, x2, x3)
(P1ANDP2) p(var(P ))← ν1(p1(var(P1))) ∧ ν2(p2(var(P2)))
∧
x∈var(P1)∩var(P2)
comp(ν1(x), ν2(x), x),
δ(P1)G , δ(P2)G
dom(ν1) = dom(ν2) = var(P1) ∩ var(P2), range(ν1) ∩ range(ν2) = ∅.
(P1UNIONP2) p(var(P ))← p1(var(P1))
∧
x∈var(P2)\var(P1)
Null(x),
p(var(P ))← p2(var(P2))
∧
x∈var(P1)\var(P2)
Null(x),
δ(P1)G , δ(P2)G
(P1 EXCEPTP2) p(var(P1))← p1(var(P1)) ∧ ¬p2(var(P2)),
δ(P1)G , δ(P2)G
(SELECTWP1) p(W )← p1(var(P1)),
δ(P1)G
(P1 FILTERC) p(var(P ))← p1(var(P1)) ∧ cond
and C is atomic δ(P1)G
Now use again the fact that each (P FILTER(di ∧ dj)) is equivalent to
(P FILTER(di)) FILTER(dj), and we get the desired pattern P
′ having only
atomic filter conditions.
Thus we have that a SPARQL query Q = (P,G) where P is a graph
pattern and G is an RDF graph gets transformed into the Datalog query
(Π, p(var(P ))) where Π is the Datalog program δ(P )G plus the facts got
from the transformation of the graph G, and p is the goal literal related to
P .
4.3 From Datalog to SPARQL
Now we need to transform Datalog facts into RDF data, Datalog substitu-
tions into SPARQL mappings, and Datalog queries into SPARQL queries.
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Datalog facts as an RDF Graph: Given a Datalog fact f = p(c1, ..., cn),
consider the function desc(f) which returns the set of triples
{(u,predicate, p), (u, rdf: 1, c1), . . . , (u, rdf: n, cn)},
where u is a fresh IRI. Given a set of Datalog facts F , the RDF description
of F will be the graph G =
⋃
f∈F desc(f).
Datalog rules as SPARQL graph patterns: Let Π be a (normalized)
Datalog program and L be a literal p(x1, . . . , xn) where p is a predicate in
Π and each xi is a variable. We define the function gp(L)Π which returns
a graph pattern encoding of the program (Π, L). The translation works
intuitively as follows:
(a) If predicate p is extensional, then gp(L)Π returns the graph pattern
((?Y,predicate, p)AND(?Y, rdf: 1, x1)AND · · ·AND(?Y, rdf n, xn)),
where ?Y is a fresh variable.
(b) If predicate p is intensional and {r1, . . . , rn} is the set of all the rules in
Π where p occurs in the head, then gp(L)Π returns the graph pattern
(. . . (T (r1)UNIONT (r2)) . . .UNIONT (rn)) where T (ri) is defined as
follows (when n = 1 the resulting graph pattern is reduced to T (r1)):
– If ri is L← L1 then T (ri) returns
SELECTx1, . . . , xnWHEREgp(L1)Π.
– If ri is L← L1∧EQ, where EQ is a set of equalities or negations
of equalities, then T (ri) returns (gp(L1)Π FILTERC) where C is
a filter condition equivalent to EQ.
– If ri is L← L1 ∧ L2 then T (ri) returns (gp(L1)ΠANDgp(L2)Π).
– If ri is L← L1 ∧ ¬L2 then T (ri) returns
(gp(L1)Π EXCEPT
∗ gp(L2)Π).
Datalog substitutions as SPARQL mappings: For each substitution
θ satisfying (Π, L) build a mapping µ satisfying that, if x/t ∈ θ then x ∈
dom(µ) and µ(x) = t. The correspondence of multiplicities work in a similar
way (via derivation tree to evaluation tree) as in the case of mappings to
substitutions.
Putting together the transformation in Table 2 and the pattern obtained
by using gp(L)Π, we get the following theorem, whose proof is a long but
straightforward induction on the structure of the patterns in one direction,
and on the level of Datalog in the other.
Theorem 2. Multiset nr-Datalog¬ has the same expressive power as SPARQLR.
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5 The relational version of Multiset Datalog: MRA
In this section we introduce a multiset relational algebra (called MRA),
counterpart of Multiset Datalog, and prove its equivalence with the fragment
of non-recursive Datalog with safe negation.
5.1 Multiset Relational Algebra (MRA)
Multiset relational algebra is an extension of classical relation algebra hav-
ing multisets of relations instead of sets of relations. As indicated in the
introduction, there are manifold approaches and operators to extend set re-
lational algebra with multisets. We use the semantics of multiset operators
defined by Dayal et al. [7] for the operations of selection, projection, natu-
ral join and arithmetic union; and add filter difference (not present there)
represented by the operator “except”.
Let us formalize these notions. In classical (Set) relational algebra, a
database schema is a set of relational schemas. A relational schema is defined
as a set of attributes. Each attribute A has a domain, denoted dom(A). A
relation R over the relational schema S = {A1, . . . , An} is a finite set of
tuples. An instance r of a schema S is a relation over S. Given an instance
r of a relation R with schema S, Aj ∈ S and t = (a1, . . . , an) ∈ r, we denote
by t[Aj ] the tuple (aj). Similarly with t[X] when X ⊆ S and we will define
t[∅] = ∅.
In the Multiset relational algebra setting, an instance of a schema is a
multiset relation, that is, a set of pairs (t, i), where t is a tuple over the
schema S, and i ≥ 1 is a positive integer. (For notions and notations on
multisets recall section 2, Multisets).
Definition 5 (Multiset Relational Algebra (MRA)). Let r and r′ be multiset
relations over the schemas S and S′ respectively. Let A,B ∈ S be attributes,
a ∈ dom(A) and I = S ∩ S′. MRA consists of the following operations:
1. Selection. σC(r) = {(t, i) : (t, i) ∈ r ∧ t[A] = a}, where C is a Boolean
combination of terms of the form A = B or A = a
2. Natural Join. r ⊲⊳ r′ is a multiset relation over S ∪ S′ defined as
follows. Let S′′ = S′ − S. Let tat′ denotes concatenation of tuples.
Then
r ⊲⊳ r′ = {(ta(t′[S′′]), i× j) : (t, i) ∈ r ∧ (t′, j) ∈ r′ ∧ t[I] = t′[I]}.
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3. Projection. Let X ⊆ S. Then:
πX(r) = {(t[X],
∑
(tj ,nj)∈r s.t. tj [X]=t nj) : (t, ∗) ∈ r}.
4. Union. Assume S = S′.
r ⊎ r′ ={(t, i) : t i-belongs to r and t /∈ r′ }
∪ {(t′, j) : t′ /∈ r and t′ j-belongs to r′ }
∪ {(t, i + j) : t i-belongs to r and t j-belongs to r′ }.
5. Except. Assume S = S′.
r \ r′ = {(t, i) ∈ r : (t, ∗) /∈ r′}.
As usual, we will define a query in this multiset relational algebra as an
expression over an extended domain which includes, besides the original do-
mains of the schemas, a set of variables V .
5.2 MRA ≡ Multiset nr-Datalog¬
This subsection is devoted to prove the following result.
Theorem 3. Multiset relational algebra (MRA) has the same expressive
power as Multiset Non-recursive Datalog with safe negation.
From this theorem and Theorem 2 it follows:
Corollary 1. SPARQLR is equivalent to MRA.
of the Theorem. The proof is based on the ideas of the proof of Theorem
3.18 in [15], extended to multisets.
Let E be a relational algebra query expression over the schema R and
D a database. We may assume, using similar arguments as in Lemma 4,
that the condition C in in the select operator is a conjunctions of equalities
and inequalities of terms. Then it will be translated by a function (·)Π to
the Datalog program (facts(Π) ∪ EΠ, outE), where facts(Π) is the multiset
of facts (over fresh predicates rΠ for each relation r, and having the same
arity as the original schema of r):
facts(Π) = {(rΠ(t), n) : t is a tuple with multiplicity n in schema r in D },
and (EΠ, outE) is the datalog program produced by the translation of the
expression E given by the recursive specification below. For the expression
Ej , the set Vj will denote its list of attributes.
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1. Base case. No operator involved. Thus the query is a member of the
schema R, namely r(x1, . . . , xn). The corresponding Multiset Datalog
query is:
outr(x1, . . . , xn)← r
Π(x1, . . . , xn)
2. E = σC(E1), where C is a conjunction of equalities and inequalities
of terms. The translation is the program (EΠ, outE) where E
Π is the
program: EΠ1 ∪ {R} where R is the rule:
outE(x1, . . . , xk)← outE1(x1, . . . , xk) ∧C.
3. E = E1 ⊲⊳ E2. Let V = V2 \ V1. The translation is the program
(EΠ, outE) where E
Π is the program: EΠ1 ∪ E
Π
2 ∪ {R} where R is the
rule:
outE(V1, V )← outE1(V1) ∧ outE2(V2).
4. E = πA(E1), where A is a sublist of the attributes in E1. The trans-
lation is the program (EΠ, outE) where E
Π is the program: EΠ1 ∪{R}
where R is the rule:
outE(A)← outE1(V1).
5. E = E1∪E2, where E1 and E2 have the same schema. The translation
is the program (EΠ, outE) where E
Π is the program: EΠ1 ∪ E
Π
2 ∪
{R1, R2} where R1, R2 are the rules:
outE(x1, . . . , xk)← outE1(x1, . . . , xk),
outE(x1, . . . , xk)← outE2(x1, . . . , xk).
6. E = E1 \E2, where E1 and E2 have the same schema. The translation
is the program (EΠ, outE) where E
Π is the program: EΠ1 ∪ E
Π
2 ∪
{R1, R2} where R1, R2 are the rules:
outE(x1, . . . , xk)← outE1(x1, . . . , xk) ∧ ¬outE2(x1, . . . , xk).
It is important to check that the resulting program is non-recursive (this
is because the structure of the algebraic relational expression from where
it comes is a tree). Also it is safe because in rule (6) both expressions
have the same schema). Now, it needs to be shown that for each relational
expression (query) E in R, [E]D and [E
Π] return the same “tuples” with
the same multiplicity. This is done by induction on the structure of E.
Now, let us present the transformation from Multiset Datalog to Multiset
Relational Algebra. Note that we may assume a normal form for the Datalog
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programs as shown in Lemma 3. Then the recursive translation (·)R from
Datalog programs to MRA expressions goes as follows.
1. First translate those head predicates q occurring in ≥ 2 rules as follows.
Let q be the head of the rules r1, . . . , rk, k ≥ 2. Rename each such
head q with the same set of variables V . Then the translation is
(q)R = (qr1)
R ∪ · · · ∪ (qrk)
R.
From now on, we can assume that, not considering these q’s, all other
predicates occur as head in at most one rule. Hence we will not need
the subindex indicating the rule to which they belong to.
2. (Base case.) Let r be a fact q(V ). Then translates it as (qr)
R = qR(V ),
where qR is a fresh new schema with the corresponding arity.
3. Let r be q(A) ← p(V ), where A is a sublist of V . The translation is
(qr)
R = πA((p)
R).
4. Let r be q(V ) ← p(V ) ∧ C, where C is a conjunction of equalities or
inequalites of terms. The translation is (qr)
R = σC((p)
R).
5. Let r be q(X,Y,Z) ← p1(X,Y ) ∧ p2(Y,Z), where X,Y,Z are disjoint
lists of variables. The translation is (qr)
R = (p1)
R ⊲⊳ (p2)
R.
6. Let r be q(X,Y ) ← p1(X,Y ) ∧ ¬p2(Y ), that is the rule is safe. The
translation is (qr)
R = (p1)
R \ ((p1)
R ⊲⊳ (p2)
R).
The arguments about multiplicity are straightforward verifications. And
because the program Π is non-recursive (i.e. its dependency graph is acyclic),
the recursive translation to the relational expression gives a well formed
algebraic expression.
6 Related Work and Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, the multiset semantics of SPARQL has not
been systematically addressed. There are works that, when studying the
expressive power of SPARQL, touched some aspects of this topic. Cyga-
niak [5] was among the first who gave a translation of a core fragment of
SPARQL into relational algebra. Polleres [23] proved the inclusion of the
fragment of SPARQL patterns with safe filters into Datalog by giving a
precise and correct set of rules. Schenk [26] proposed a formal semantics
for SPARQL based on Datalog, but concentrated on complexity more than
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expressiveness issues. Both, Polleres and Schenk do not consider multiset
semantics of SPARQL in their translations. Perez et al. [21] gave the first
formal treatment of multiset semantics for SPARQL. Angles and Gutierrez
[3], Polleres [24] and Schmidt et al. [27] extended the set semantics to mul-
tiset semantics using this idea. Kaminski et al [12] considered multisets in
subqueries and aggregates in SPARQL. In none of these works was addressed
the goal of characterizing the multiset algebraic and/or logical structure of
the operators in SPARQL.
We studied the multiset semantics of the core SPARQL patterns, in order
to shed light on the algebraic and logic structure of them. In this regard,
the discovery that the core fragment of SPARQL patterns matches precisely
the multiset semantics of Datalog as defined by Mumick et al. [19] and that
this logical structure corresponds to a simple multiset algebra, namely the
Multiset Relational Algebra (MRA), builds a nice parallel to that of classical
set relational algebra and relational calculus. Contrary to the rather chaotic
variety of multiset operators in SQL, it is interesting to observe that in
SPARQL there is a coherent body of multiset operators. We think that this
should be considered by designers in order to try to keep this clean design
in future extensions of SPARQL.
Last, but not least, this study shows the complexities and challenges that
the introduction of multisets brings to query languages, exemplified here in
the case of SPARQL.
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